
To find out what these
statistics mean to you, call...

Market Activity Report:
Ridgegate & Bathurst Village and Area C07

Month: Sept. 2017
Total Listings: 270
Total Sales: 79
Average Price: $920,447
Average Days on Market: 25
Average % of List: 97%
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Home Owners Anticipate Uptick In Sales Activity

If you’re planning on selling your house
in the spring, now might be a good time to
plan any repairs or renovations you need
done. Why? Because you can save a lot of
time and money if you do.
First of all, you’re not rushed. You can

take your time deciding what you want, and
pick supplies, colours, designs, etc. without
feeling pressured. You’ll also have plenty of
time to get contractor quotes, and decide
who to hire for the job.

Also, there’s a better chance of
scheduling a good contractor if you start
that process early. For example, if you wait
until April to find someone to replace an
old and weathered backyard deck, the best
contractors may already be booked up for
weeks. This can be a serious setback if
the project is key to prepping your house
for sale. 
You also have more time to budget and,

if necessary, arrange financing. Renovation

projects often end up costing more than
anticipated. By having time to budget, you
avoid unpleasant surprises. 
The biggest advantage of winter

planning is you’ll be ready to get the work
done quickly in the spring – so you can list
without delay. And the renovation will likely
go much smoother, too!

Winter Reno Planning for Spring Sellers

The Toronto Real Estate Board reported
6,379 sales through TREB’s MLS® System in
September 2017. This result was down by
35% compared to September 2016.
The number of new listings entered into

TREB’s MLS® System amounted to 16,469 in
September – up by 9.4% year-over-year.
The improvement in listings in September

compared to a year earlier suggests that
home owners are anticipating an uptick in
sales activity as we move through the fall.
Consumer polling undertaken for TREB in
the spring suggested that buying intentions
over the next year remain strong. As we
move through the fourth quarter we could
see some buyers moving off the sidelines,

taking advantage of a better-supplied
marketplace.
The average selling price in September

2017 was $775,546 – up 2.6% compared to
September 2016. The MLS® Home Price
Index (HPI) composite benchmark was up by
12.2% on a year-over-year basis. 
(Source: Toronto Real Estate Board)
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9 Carriage Lane

SOLD

281 Hidden Trail

SOLD

505 Hidden Trail

SOLD

79 Millersgrove Drive

SOLD

Featured Properties

YOURCOMMUNITY CORNER

“I recently called upon this dynamic duo … Rhonda the hand holder and Perry the deal maker…when I was downsizing 
so it was a somewhat emotional move.

They helped me prepare my home for sale and negotiated a deal that got top dollar. Rhonda was there with continual support
both in person and through daily phone calls and texts. Perry would check in daily to update me on the search for a new condo.
They were always enthusiastic and willing to show me properties and were very understanding and respectful of my lists 

of needs and wants. I was impressed with how comfortable they made the entire process, always patient 
and taking the time to explain every document in detail.  

I highly recommend using this amazing pair for your real estate needs, aside from their experience and expertise, 
you will be treated like a best friend.

Sincerely”,

Adele Ruby

Client Testimonial

When viewing a home for sale, you
should do more than just look around. You
should ask specific questions to get the full
story. Here are some suggestions:
• What’s the neighbourhood like?You want
to find out if it’s quiet, noisy, friendly, etc.
• Are there any maintenance issues? Is
there anything in need of immediate repair or
replacement?
• Is there anything that doesn’t come with

the place? You want to find out if there are
any less-obvious items, like a chandelier, that
is not included with the property.
• What are the property taxes?This is often
listed in the property description, but it’s a
good idea to confirm this information.
• Any unusual rights or restrictions? For
example, a shared driveway or right to water
egress across the property.
• What are the average utility costs? You

want to find out how much you’re likely to pay
for water, heating and cooling.
• Are there any parking restrictions on the
street? This is important if you expect friends
and family to visit regularly.
Of course, these aren’t all the questions you

should ask. When shopping for a new home,
we can give you in-depth profiles of properties
you’re interested in and get answers to all the
questions you have. Call us today.

Questions to Ask When Viewing a Home
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